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ABSTRACT
Entrepreneurship and entrepreneurs hold the keys to economic and technological development
of any nation -- developed, developing or under developed. As such governments in these
countries have in place policies in aid of entrepreneurship development, and by tension, their
economic emancipation. This article x - rays government policies on entrepreneurship
development in Nigeria. The article went ahead 10 highlight and discuss the development
imperatives of those policies. To further the economic development of this great nation. the
government has to enlarge the scope of these policies.
INTRODUCTION
Wbat is the rationale for governments' continuous interest in entrepreneurship development in
most countries? It is because we are in an entrepreneurial age. Entrepreneurs and S[v1E:::are
transforming and renewing economics all over the world. Entrepreneurship is the essence of free
enterprise because the birth of new business gives a market economy its vitality, Bygrave
(1997: 1') Nev.' and emerging business create a very large proportion of innovative products that
transform the way we work and live: products such as personal computers, software, the internet,
biotechnology, drugs and overnight package deliveries (Bygrave, 1997:1 2). Entrepreneurship (:)
enjoying a great deal of attention in many countries including Nigeria. The reasons for this are
not farfetched. Entrepreneurship and SMEs are agents of economic and technological
advancement.
The relationship between government and business all over the world has been that of control
and regulation on one hand and that of assistance, in terms of incentive policies on the other.
Incentive policies on entrepreneurship development have far reaching implications on economic
development. And research evidences and economic indicators, clearly show that countries that
have comprehensive incentive packages for their SMEs coincidentally have the fastest growing
economies. These economies are now described 33 emerging or newly industrializing economies,
with high standard of living for their citizens and mort prominence role in the global economic
management. Some of the examples arc the Asian tigers, OUi: major efforts I n this article will be
geared towards highlighting the relevant policies on entrepreneurship development and their
development imperatives.
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All these ensure that business enterprises operate ]~gal]Y and
ethically; optimally and profitably; and exhibit the highest
level of accountability and corporate governance, etc.

protective laws, etc.

Policies on Entrepreneurship which lead to favourable
business environments and economic development,

POLICIES ON ENTREPRENEURSHIP DEVELOPIVIENT
Available evidences from both the advanced and emerging nations indicate tha: government
policies have positive impact on entrepreneurship
development. Since independence in 1960,
successive governments in Nigeria have put in plr.ce a myriad of policies with the sok aim of
encouraging the grow u: and development 0 f entrepreneurship
an:: SMEs in particular ::iKl the
economv cenerallv. Cur efforts in this section will be geared towards hi\2bli~htjn:!_the major
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INDUSTRIAL

DEVELOPMENT CENTRES (IDes)

This programme is designed to remove the technical and management deficiencies of small-scale
industries. The centres are already operational in most State capitals. The main functions of IDCs
are to provide:
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Technical advice and assistance regarding the selection of the proper manufacturing
process for the product in view, selection of the right machinery, equipment and raw
materials for the purpose;
Assistance in the installation and operation of machinery;
On-the job tinning of artisans in handling of machines and simple tools;
Assistance in the repairs of machinery and tools, and tooling facilities of IDe's workshop;
Advice and assistance to resolve operational problems encountered by SJv1Es;
Advice and assistance to industrialists to improve the design and quality of their products;
Training of proprietors and supervisory staff of SMEs in modern management methods and
practices suited to their enterprises;
Marketing counseling regarding package, sales strategy, advertising, marketing methods
for the promotion and sales of their products; and
Feasibility reports for intending industrialists, (Industrial Policy of Nigeria, 1988:18-9)

Sl\iALL-SCALE
INDUSTRIES
CORPORATION
(SSIC)
The S~IC \VRS established to handle among other things:

i. The promotion of small -scale industries
ii. Development of policies and programmes for small-scale industries;
iii. Provision of extension services;
IV. Meeting the training needs of small-scale industries;
v. Provision of technical and management assistance; and
VI. Provision of facilities for credit delivery (Industrial Policy of Nigeria, 1938:15·17)
SME APEX UNIT LOAN SCHEME
This scheme was introduced in 1989 for the benefit of SMEs through unit loan scheme. The
Federal Government approached the World Bank for a loan to complement its efforts at
financing ~MEs. Tile total project cost is 405.8 million US dollars. Tile World Bank however
approved a loan of 270 million US dollars or 64.9 percent of total project LOSt. A total of $265.7
million W:1S made available for on-lending to SMEs through eligible participating banks C?Bs),
while $79.7 million (19.2 percent of project cost) and $66.1 Gullion (15.9 percent of project cost)
were supplied by SMEs and PBs, respectively. However, the PBs are to bear the credit risk while
the foreign exchange risk fell equally on the government (Uma, 1990:27).

..

Tab'e' 1
SME APEX UNIT LOAN SCHEME
r INSTITUTION
AMOUNT{in dollars)
World Bank
1270 m
Participating Bank (PBs)
79.7 m
1---.--~-SMEs
.
66.1m
Total
1405.8

I

PERCENTAGE
64.9
19.2
15.9
100
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The loan scheme is designed to assist the financial restructuring, rehabilitation, expansion, or the
establishment of SMEs. The CBN is expected to on-lend at the prevailing rediscount rate of
eligible PBs the equivalent in Naira, of the proceeds of the 265.7 million dollars loans to SMEs.

THE NATIONAL ECONOMIC RECONSTRUCTION FUND (NERFUND)
Decree No.2 of 1988 brought this scheme into existence. The idea behind the programme is the
provision of medium to long-term funds by the federal government thus bridging the gap in the
short-term nature of banks' lending to SMEs. Specifically, the objectives ofNERFUND include
to:
Correct any observed inadequacies in the provision of medium to long-term financing of
•
small and medium scale industrial enterprises, especially manufacturing and agro-allied
enterprise and ancillary services;
Provide medium to long-term loans to participating commercial and merchant banks for on
•
lending to small and medium-scale enterprises for the promotion and acceleration of
productive activities in such enterprise;

•

Facilitate the provision of maturity, including a grace period of one to three years,
depending on the nature of the enterprise or project;

•

Provide such loans either in naira or in foreign currencies or both, according to the sources
of funds available to the NERFUND, and requirement; of the eligible enterprises or
projects. (See Decree, No.2 of 1988).

Since its formation, NERFUND has encouraged banks to move from the old regime of providing
only advances for mere trading to a new regime of financing production projects. It has
organized advanced project appraisal programmes for bank credit officers/managers to equip
them with the technology for the change from asset financing to project financing. It has also
succeeded in getting Nigerian entrepreneurs to think more about industrial production instead of
mere tradmg as avenues to a better economy in the future (Business concord, July 3, 1990:8).
NERFtJND gives loans at rates lower than market rates. Such rates remain fixed for the duration
of the loan which usually is a period of 5 - 10 years with 1 -3 moratorium. NERFUND obtains
its resources from 4 main sources;
•
•

•

The African Development Bank (ADB) - the funds from ADD are to be used to grant loans
to Srl/lEs to stimulate non-oil exports whose 40(;''0 raw material must be sourced locally.
The World Bank - funds were meant for the rehabilitation and expansion of existing
enterprises which are 100% Nigerian owned.
Czechoslovakian Government - the fund provided is to be used exclusively for financing
capital goods of Czechoslovakian origin on free - on board basis.
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• The Federal Government Funds - are meant to support the Naira financing needs of eligible
SMEs in the acquisition of fixed assets from local sources.
NIGERIAN EXPORTS PROMOTION COUNCIL (NEPC)
The Nigerian Export Promotion Council (NEPC) was established by Decree NO.4 of 1988.· Its
major functions are to:
.:.
Promote the development and diversification of Nigeria' s export trade
.:.
Assist in promoting the development of export oriented industries in Nigeria
.:.
Spearhead the creation of necessary export incentives
.:.
Actively promote the implementation of export policies and programmes of the Federal
Government;
.:.
Coordinate and monitor export promotion activities in Nigeria.
The other functions of the council shall Le too;
i)
collect and disseminate information on products available for export
ii)
collect and disseminate to local manufacturers and exporters, information on foreign
markets.
iii) provide technical assistance to local exporters in such areas as exports procedure and
documentation, transportation, financing, marketing techniques, quality control, export
packaging, costing and pricing, publicity and in other similar areas;
iv) maintain adequate and effective representation in other countries;
v)
organize the participation of Nigeria in trade fail:) and exhibition in other countries,
vi) administer grants and other benefits related to export promotion developments;
vii) undertake studies of the current economic conditions with special attention to the export
sector with a view to advising government on necessary policies and measures;
viii)
so-operate with other institutions on matters relating to export financing, export incentive
and specialized services to exporters;
xi) establish specific trade promotion facilities in Nigeria and in other countries including the
establishment of permanent showrooms at important commercial center:" in other countries;
XI
pursue the simplification and streamlining of export procedure and documentation on
continuous basis.
The New Industrial Policy
The Federal Govermnent of Nigeria on January 14, 1988, launched Industrial Policy of Nigeria.
This vital document embodies polices, incentives, guidelines and institutional framework for the
regulation of the industrial growth a~1Jdevelopment in Nigeria. The industrial policy of Nigeria
was given legal backing through the promulgation of Decree NO.54 of 1988 and signed into law
on December 29, 1988 by President Ibrahim Babangida. According to the Industrial Policy of
Nigeria (1988:3), the objective of government industrial policy shall be to achieve an accelerated
pace of industrial development. In this regard, the industrial sector would become the prime
mover of the economy. The elements of this objective include:
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Providing greater employment opportunities;
Increased export of manufactured goods;
Dispersal of industries;
Improving the technological skills and capacity available in the country;
Increased local content of industrial output;
Attracting foreign capital; and
It-creased private sector participation in the manufacturing sector.

Some of the problems of the manufacturing sector which the new industrial policy is designed to
tackle are specifically as follows:
a)
High geographical concentration;
b)
High production costs;
c)
Low value-added;
d)
Serious under-utilization of capacity;
e)
High import content of industrial output; and
f)
Low level offoreign investment in manufacturing.
Other iudentified problems of the manufacturing sector ale inadequate infrastructure, lack of
executi ve capac it)" poor utilization of available manpower, and absence of a sound technological
base, (Aguguo, 1996:! 46).
The government has equally, designed a number of strategies and policy measures to tackle the
abov- problems. Actually, the problem does not lie in designing solutions, rather its lies in the
ability of those charged with the implementation of the solutions, to do so satisfactorily. This is
the bane of the Nigerian society. However, the Industrial Policy of Nigeria (1n8:S-6) outlines
the steps as follows:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Encouraging increased private sector participation in the industrial sector, and privatizing
and commercializing holdings in certain existing industrial enterprises;
Playing a catalytic role in establishing new core industries;
Providing and improving infrastructural facilities;
Improving the regulatory environment;
Improving the investment climate prevailing in the country;
Establishing a clear set of industrial priorities, and
Harmonizing industrial policies at federal, state and local government levels.

To ensure the smooth operation of the policy as well as to achieve stated objective, UBA
Monthly Business and Economic Digest, (1989: 1) reports that some incentives, which are
designed to promote investments, employment, product mix and other aspects of industry are
packaged in the policy. These incentives include:
•
Fiscal measures on taxation and interest rates;
•
Effective protection with import tariff;
•
Export promotion of Nigerian products;

-

------------
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Foreign currency facility

•

Development banking

fOl[

intematiolll!al trade; andl

The Industrial Policy as contained in the 2006 federal budg~t was anchored on the NEEDs. The
overall object was to achieve the following objectives:
•
Increase the annual growth of the manufacturing sector by at least 7.0 percent by annum;
•
Increase manufacturing capacity utilization to 70 percent by 2007;
•
Increase the private sector contribution to total investment in industries to 70 percent by
2007;
•
Make the private sector playa pivotal role in the industrialization process, through PublicPrivate sector partnerships; and
•
Support the development of the small and medium enterprise sub-sector.
Pursuant to the above, government continued the policy of privatization in 2006 and focused
efforts on providing the enabling environment for core investors to take off and grow. The
privatization programmes was supported by the International Monetary Fund and the
International Finance Corporation which granted Nigeria US 1.0 billion and US 120 million as
stand-by Arrangement and Term Lending Facilities, respectively. These loans are complemented
by the upgrade of some infrastructural facilities and the promotion of inflow of foreign private
investments. Also, there was a substantial increase in the flow of funds from financial institutions
"
.
1
l 1 .
1""
k
,.
rl'
,.
LO pnvate enterpr.ses, tnrough ~ie instrumentahty ('I can .credit ana development nncnce.
Other efforts included the removal of legal hurdles associated 'tilth the ownership of business
ventures in Nigeria which had thitherto impeded foreign investment. Under the present fiscal
regime, a foreign investor can repatriate unconditionally, dividends, profits and proceeds from
foreign investment in i'Tige1·ia. Also, withholding tax was reduced from 10.0 to 7.5 percent for
nationals of countries which have a double taxation agreement with Nigeria. A comprehensive
package for strengthening the institutional capacity of the Industrial Development Centres for
effective service delivery, through the provision of new workshop equipment and the
rehabilitation of dilapidated ones, \\'3S made in the 2006 budget.
The activities of the Presidential Inter-Ministerial Committee which had been set up in 2005 to
ascertain the problems of investors, vis-a-vis the growth of manufacturing firms, continued in
2006. The Committee handled problems related to the death of raw materials, unfavourable
import tariffs, etc., and made recommendations on incentives, tariff and waivers. The Standard
Organization of Nigeria (SON) scaled up its efforts
promoting the quality of domestic
manufactures, in line with global practice. SON, therefore, commenced the compulsory
certification of "made in Nigeria" goods by operationalizing the Mandatory Assessment
Programmes (MAN CAP) for local industries, effective January 2:)06. (eRN, 2006:79·,80).

at

NATIONAL DIRECTORATE

OF EMPLOYMENT

(NDE)

The National Directorate of Employment was launched on so" January, 1987. The President in
his 1987 budget speech had directed the new body to concentrate its efforts on the re-activation
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of artisans into cooperatives and encouragement of a culture of maintenance and repair. Based on
the President's directive, the Board of NDE articulated four practical programmes nationwide,
each operating as a separate department. There are:
1.
National Youth Employment and Vocational Skills Development Programme.
2.
Small-scale Industries and Graduate Employment Programme.
3.
Agricultural Sector Employment Programme.
4.
Special Public works Programme.
For .lack of space, it is not possible to exhaustively discuss all the aforementioned schemes.
However, we shall briefly discuss the Entrepreneurship Development Programme (EDP) of
NDE. The overall objective of the EDP is the development of successful entrepreneurs who will
establish and manage viable small and medium enterprises in the country (Nwachukwu
1990:28). Some of the objectives of the programme include:
a)
Development of core potential entrepreneurs who are well equipped tCIstart and manage
successfully small and medium enterprises;
0)
Encouragement of self employment
c)
Generation of employment opportunities for others
d)
Reduction in dependence on government and large firms for employment
e)
Drastic reduction in loan defaults
f)
Simulation of rural development and
g)
Achievement of meaningful level of industrial dispersal (Federal Ministry of Employment,
Labour and Productivity, 1987).
Another Federal Government effort towards encouraging the survival and development of smallscale business is through the National directorate of Employment's (NDEs) small-scale
Iudustries (SSn scheme under which NDE deposits money with the participating banks for 011ending to small-scale enterprises.
CENTRE FOR MANAGEMENT

DEVELOPMENT

(CMD)

This Federal Government parastatal, the operating arm of the Nigerian Council for Management
Development, has been involved in small industries development since its .ncep.icn in En3. The
Federal Government in 1977 directed the CMD to undertake tT!C rnanageme..t development
component of SME in the country by providing relevant training. It brought into existence the
Nigerian Association
of Small Scale Industrialists (NASSI) in 1970. l'L"ISSI's national
secretariat was housed in CMD until l 987 when it got a new secretariat The CMD has been
identified by government as the focal point for its managerial training generally for EDP. The
contributions of the CMD to SME development include offering services for entrepreneurs in;
Training extension workers
Entrepreneurship development programme (EDP) training for retiring officers, youths,
graduates and women
Project feasibility study
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Industrial management training for extension officers
Setting up a new business
Cost control for small business
Cash management for small business
Management of small enterprises
Strategic planning for small scale industries
Production and textile management training
Organizing surveys, seminars and workshops to evolve policy formulation for SMEs
Research and information services
Consultancy services and free counseling clinics upon request; (CMD:2008)
FISCAL POLICIES
The
a)
b)
c)

following fiscal measures used by government to encourage the activities of SMEs include:
Reduction of corporate tax from 45% since 1987; and currently 30%.
Tax free dividends
Tax relrer on investment

d)
e)

Protection with import tariff
Export duty draw-back
Export license waivers, etc.

f)

Additional tax concessions are available to industrialists who take initiative ill the following
areas:
i). local raw material development
ii) local value added
iii) labour intensive processes
iv) export - oriented activities
v) in- plant training, etc.
The fiscal policy thrust in 2006 and beyond which was consistent with the provisions of the
National Economic Empowerment and Development Strategy (NEEDS), was targeted at
improving the quality of life and addressing infrastructural deficiencies. It was also aimed at
wealth creation, employment g(;'nerationand the achievement of the Millennium Development
Goals (MDGs). Consequently, the government budget gave priority to investments in power,
water, roads, health, education and national security.
In pursuit of its growth and development objectives while sustaining the fiscal consolidation
process as outlined in the Medium Term Expe:lditure Framework (MTEF), the government
specifically embarked on the following reform measures:
•
Tax reform which was expected to increase the tax base and make the country less
dependent on the oil sector as the main source of government revenue;
•
Rationalizing recurrent expenditure by ensuring a zero-tolerance borrowing from the
Central Bank;
•
Expansion of Value Added Tax coverage to include more items;
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Strengthening the revenue collection machinery of government agencies by providing
necessary incentives;
Encouraging public/private sector partnership in economic development to reposition the
private sector as the engine of growth; and
Improving the infrastructural facilities to reduce the cost of doing business in Nigeria.
(CBN, 2006:59).

Also, the CBN's monetary policies are geared towards encouraging entrepreneurship
development, guaranteeing various loan schemes, sponsoring entrepreneurship development
programmes and more recently, the establishment of Entrepreneurship Development Centres
CEDC'S)in the six geo - political zones in the country, and the consolidation of the banking
system.

OTHER POLICIES
The other government policies or programmes on entrepreneurship development in Nigeria
include:
1. The establishment of small-scale industrial estates and putting in place such policies as
pioneer status, accelerated depreciation, tariff protection, approved user scheme, small and
Medium Industries Equity Investment Scheme (SMIEIS), soft Jean schemes, the
agricultural credit guarantee scheme, etc.
!

The establishment and funding of polytechnics, Universities, Administrative Staff College
of Nigeria (ASCON), Centre for Management Development (CMD), and research Institutes
such as Nigeria Institute for social and Economic Research (NISER), Projects
Development Agency (PRODA), Federal Institute of Industrial Research Oshodi (FIIRO'),
Nigerian Institute for Oil Palm Research (NIFOR), Raw Materials Research and
Development Council (RMRDC), etc.

3.

The establishment of the Niger Delta Development Commission (NDDC), Small and
Medium Enterprises Agency of Nigeria (SMEDAN), Bank of Industry (BOl), Nigerian
Agricultural Cooperative and Rural Development (NACRDB), African Development Bank
(AIDB), Fxport stimulation Fund Scheme, International Development A:;so(:ia!ion(lDA),
International Finance Corporation (1FC), Nigerian Export - Import Bank (NEXIM),
Nigerian Communications Commission (NCC); the Oil and Gas Sector Reform with
emphasis on local content; etc.

4.

The establishment of the defunct Family Economic Advancement Programme (FEAP), the
National Economic Reconstruction Fund (NERF;]ND), Peoples Bank, the Community
Banking Programme, the various Public-Private Partnerships, and the Micro - Finance
Banking Scheme.
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5.

The establishment of the Economic and Financial Crimes Commission (EFCC). Nigerian
Investment Promotion Commission (NIPC), Independent Corrupt Practices and Related
offences Commission (ICPC), National Agency for Foods and Drug Administration
and
control (NAFDAC), the up - dating of the facilities and retraining of staff of the Corporate
Affairs Commission (CAC), Nigerian Copyright Commission (NCC), etc.

6.

In more recent times, some State govemments have compiled projects profiles in booklet
form. These are distributed freely to potential investors. The document identifies possible
areas of investment as a guide to interested industrialists. Again, most of the states in the
Federation have units in their Ministries of Commerce and Industry which perform the
functions of offering some technical advice to industrialists.
Suggestions are offered in
such matters as sources of raw materials, of machinery and equipment and possible outlets
for a given potential investor's final product (Nwabuzor, 1990:52 ·)3). Some States h2JC

even gone further to encourage entrepreneurs through their various investment companies.
7.

The federal government and/or its agencies have collaborative relationships with a good
number of regional and international organizations which have direct impact on
entrepreneurship development and economic growth. These include: The New Partnership
for Africa's Development (NEPAD); The African Peer Review Mechanism (APRM); The
West African Monetary Zone (WAMZ); The West African Institute for Financial and
Economic Managemem (W AIFEM); The Association of African Central Banks (AACB);
Organization and Development (O[CD); Technical Cooperation among Developing
Countries (TCDC); United Nations conference on Trade and Development (lTNCTAD);
United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO); etc,
DEVELOPMENT

IMPERATIVES

The continued interest ('11 entrepreneurship and SMEs all over the world by go'.'erim~'~nt~:,the
organized private sector, research bodies, authors/researchers, donor organizations, etc, is
because they are regarded as agents of economic cum technological advancement of nations.
Their roles are universal in nature, whenever they are found =developed, emerging or
undeveloped countries.
Government policies have led to the creation and development of entrepreneurship and SMEs,
with their numerous roles having development Imperatives. The contributions of S~.fEs and
entrepreneurship in any economy are numerous and integrated Some of these contributions
include: stimulation of indigenous entrepreneurship, transformation of traditional/local industry,
creation of countless employment opportunities/openings, linking up the various sectors and subsectors of the economy, business interdependence, maintenance of competition, greater
innovations and creativity, stemming rural-urban migration, increasing infrastructures
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globally and earning foreign exchange for themselves and the economy, contributing to regional
activity/cooperation, Onuoha (2008:12).
It is a known fact that reasonable quantities of products manufactured by SMEs in Nigeria are
sold in some West African and African countries. It is certainly good news that generally, trade
among member states of ECOWAS is expanding to that extent, entrepreneurs and SMEs are
contributing to increased regional business activities of the ECOWAS nations. This can no doubt
lead to improved regional cooperation. The benefits of regional cooperation are obvious. Ake
(1981, 160 -1) has identified a number of advantages of regional cooperation, and they are
summarized below:
(a) Cooperation among African nations is needed to enable them to be strong enough to deal
with the powerful multinational companies operating in Africa and to exert better terms
from their economic relations with international organizations, development agencies and
other regional organizations, such as the European Union (EU).

(b)

(c)

Regional cc operation is needed because the internal markets in Africa are generally too
small. Cooperation will facilitate the expansion of markets, which in turn aiel
ind ustrializati on.
Regional cooperation wili help to mobilize more capital for development, to operate certain
projects (\1: scales, which make them economical, to achieve product specialization, which
is needed to increase inter-African trade and to improve efficiency in the use of human and
natural resources.
Kolawole (2004: 129) summaries SMEs' role to include:

•

They are a major source of employment for majority of people and have the prospects of
industrializing anci urbanizing the rural areas.

...

They have the tendency to reduce poverty, inequality and social VIces prevalent in the
society nowadays.

•

SMEs promote effective harnessing and utilization of scarce resources through appropriate
development of forward and backward linkages that seek to minimize rural =urban
migration.

•

The proactive nature of most SMEs has become a major source of innovation and
creativity. Most world acclaimed technological inventions emerged from the crucible of
creativity platform provided by SMEs.

•

SMEs improve infrastructure and standard of living of rural populace by creating avenues
for training of business entrepreneurs in several economic activities.

-
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•

They constitute a critical area of specialization for most large organizations engaged in the
production of goods and services that guarantee good standard of living.

In the direction of growing the country's non-oil exports, a good number of SMF"",particularly
in the areas of agriculture, solid minerals and recently banks (through their off-shore branches)
have been generating millions of dollars, (in foreign exchange) thus helping to diversify the
economy.
The Polytechnic, Universities and other training and development institutions in the country have
been active in developing the manpower and skills needed in the various sectors of (he economy.
Nigeria is increasingly becoming less dependent on expatriates in managing her economy.
Other development imperatives include:

.;.

With a huge population in Nigeria, the Nigerian copyright commission has helped to
develop copyright - based industries, creating (housands of jobs and network of authors,
performers and users, Igbadume (2009:53) .

•;.

•;.

The Banking consolidation programme led (0 Nigcria having twenty four big banks,
(ins(ead of the eighty nine small banks prior to 20(4) that are now able to compete
eftectively continentally and globally, having branciles in many West African Countries
and
financing
country's
GDP . big time business transactions, hence conbbuting immensely to the
The Nigerian Communications Commission has revolutionalized the telecomml'llication
sector of the economy, creating millions of jobs and thousands of enterprises in the process,
making for easier and effective business transactions and management.

Pina!!y, many countries, including Nigeria, most times encouraged by goveiTililent policies, are
blessed with thousands of self maoe l1luiti-m'litcnai,es - indi,'iduals with substantial business and
entrepreneurial experience. For their ability in creating new ventures in all sectors of the
economy, particularly, in the knowledge ipc]ustry, they are often referred to as business 'angels'.
II: NigeIia, the following personalities-Aliko Dangote, Jim Ovia, Tony Eiumdu, Leo Stan eke,
Tony Ezenna, B. O. Bebalakin, jus! to meGt;on a few, could serve as the country's Mike Miligen
and Bill Gates - in bank rolling hundreds of start -up;.
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CONCLUSION
Governments all over the world will continue to devise and implement policies for the sustained
growth of entrepreneurship and SMEs in their various nations. This is because government
policies on entrepreneurship have development imperatives. Our efforts in this article have been
to identify and discuss the relevant aspects of government policies on eIl!;"=i)':';::;iCurs::ip
development in Nigeria. The roles and contributions of entr,':preneurship and SrvIF<: '''-e,'e_'e.Iso
discussed, It is hoped the Federal and state governments will enlarge the scope of incentives for
our Sf'/IEs for the benefit of the economy,
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